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The Republic of Bulgaria – information
Capital: Sofia
Sofia is the biggest city in Bulgaria. It has a population of above 1 200
000 residents. It is the economic, educational and cultural center of
the country. Founded by the Thracians, Sofia is an ancient city with a
rich history.
Territory: The territory of Bulgaria spans to 110 910 km2.
Population: The population of the country is approximately 7 265 000
people.
Official language: Bulgarian
Currency: Lev
Historic facts: Bulgaria is founded in 681 and its first capital is Pliska.
National day: March, 3rd is the day, on which we celebrate the
Liberation of Bulgaria from the Ottoman rule.

Did you know that Bulgaria …?
…is ranked 1st in the world in producing
lavender.
…was the world’s largest exporter of
sunflower seed in 2013. Our market share
in the export of this good is 17.8%.
…is the best outsourcing destination in Europe, according to the metrics company
Cushman & Wakefield for 2015. We are
ranked 3rd in the world.

Business investments in Bulgaria
Why
should
Bulgaria?

we

invest

in

Political and business stability
 Member of EU
 Currency board
 Low budget deficit and
Government debt.
Profitable for doing business

small

 10 % corporate tax rate
 10 % income tax rate
 The lowest labor price
in
EU
Economically
affordable
office
rents
 Low prices for communal services
Access to markets
 EU
 Russia
 Turkey / Arab countries
Highly-qualified
and
well-educated
labor power

…provides conditions for work of around 50
companies, producing component parts
and systems for the world automobile industry. Тhey make various spare parts for
brands like BMW, Mercedes, Audi, Ford,
Volvo, Peugeot, Renault, Dacia and etc. In
8 out of 10 cars in Europe, the component
parts are produced in Bulgaria.
…is the country, in which, if you nod with
your head vertically, you want to say “no” ,
which in most of Europe means “yes” and
if you nod horizontally, so you want to say
“yes”.
…produces the best quality yogurt in the
world because only in the territory of our
country the unique bacteria Lactobacillus
bulgaricus is extant, which bacteria is
used for its making.
…contrary to the other countries, when you
want to send flowers for a grave occasion
in Bulgaria, their number must be even.
…there is a rite, called Nestinarstvo, where
special performers dance on black coal
ashes.
…has no captured battle-flag.

Bulgarian cities
Plovdiv
Plovdiv is the second-largest city in
Bulgaria and is selected for the
2019 European cultural capital. It is
founded 6000 B.C and is the sixth
oldest city in Europe.
Veliko Turnovo

Veliko Turnovo was a capital of the
Second Bulgarian Empire.
Burgas
Burgas is the second-largest city on
the Bulgarian Black Sea coastline.

Bulgarian nature
Caves in Bulgaria
In Bulgaria there are over 4500 caves. For most of them there are unique
legends retold. Most of them are well explored and opened for tourists. In
some of the caves, many valuable archaeological findings were
discovered. There are 700 spineless species of animals confirmed to be
explored. Some of the most common cave animals are part of the
troglofauna. In the world there are 121 species researched, but here 95 of
them are encountered. Out of the 37 species of European bats, in Bulgaria
can be seen 32, as most of them are protected under the National law for
natural protection.
Vitosha Natural Park
Vitosha is the first park in Bulgaria and on the Balkan peninsula. It is
located in the vicinity of Sofia.
Marvelous bridges
Marvelous bridges are a cliff phenomena. It is situated in the West Rhodope mountain range at 1450 m. altitude. The bridges are constituted due
to the erosion activity of the high water river, which has transformed the
marble rifts in a deep underwater cave, that ceiling had shrunk in the
course of time and had been demolished at some points.

The Rose valley
The Rose Valley is a region in Bulgaria, situated
south of the Stara Planina Mountain range and
north of Sarnena Sredna Gora. The valley is famous for the rose planting with an industrial purpose and is one of the symbols of Bulgaria. Rosa
damascena sort has been cropped for centuries. It
is used for the extraction of rose oil by distillation
and other processes, which are commonly applied
to pharmaceutical, perfumery and other industries.
The Bulgarian rose oil has won gold medals at the
exhibitions in Paris, London, Philadelphia, Antwerp,
Milan. Bulgaria had been the world’s leader in the
export of rose oil until 1983.

The seven Rila lakes
The seven Rila lakes are a group of
lakes of a glacial origin, located in
the Rila Mountains range. This is
the most visited lake site by the
tourists and is a part of the 100
National
landmarks. The first
three lakes– The Tear, The Eye
and The Kidney are lonely flowing
to the Twin, out of which the water passes
consecutively
through The Trefoil, The Fish Lake
and The Lower lake. The name of
each of the seven Rila Lakes reflects the specifics of the same
lake.
The Cyrillic alphabet
In 855 the Thessaloniki’s brothers Cyril and
Methodius created the Bulgarian alphabet. It is
supposed that for its elaboration they had used
another Slavic alphabet– the Glagolitic alphabet, but by adding the characteristic letters,
responding to the phonetic peculiarity of our
language, it became unique. The highest merit
for spreading the Cyrillic alphabet is credited to
the two brothers’ apprentice– Clement of Ohrid.
1st of March
A Tradition ruled over that on 1st of March every Bulgarian citizen should tie Pizho and Penda
on the wrist against bad omen and to be
healthy and prosperous throughout the whole
year. As we know and name it– Martenitsi. In
its traditional appearance, the Martenitsa is a
wreathed with white and red thread. Its colors
has a strictly defined meaning: red– for blood
ad life, white– for purity and happiness. The
Martenitsa is worn until the first spring
blooming tree appears or till the first flocking
spring bird can be seen, in other way said–
when spring comes.

Epiphany
This holiday has various names in the different regions in our country, as some of them
are Krastovden, Voditsi, Vodokrushti. It is named in this way because on this day everyone willing to be healthy during the whole year, must bathe or at least wash himself
in a river. On this day, a wooden cross is thrown by a priest into the sea, river or lake
and young men race to retrieve it. As the date is in early January and the waters are
close to freezing, this is considered a
honourable act and it is said that good
health will be bestowed upon the home of the swimmer who is the first to reach the
cross. Following the retrieval of the cross, an official sermon is preached, called a Holy
Blessing of Water. At this event, the churches’ Holy Blessed Water is recharged. Every laymen takes a certain quantity of it at home. It is believed to protect from illness
and deceases and to purify the soul. The family keeps a glass of it during the whole
year for the purpose of someone’s sickness. On the Day of Jordan, three homemade
breads must be prepared, by using the rest of the kept Holy Blessed Water. The first
one is meant for the home, the second is for the guests, and the third one is left at
the threshold for the passengers, along with a copper vessel, poured with wine. On a
steel object the bundle of box-tree from the
previous Christmas Day and the ashes are sprinkled with a Holy water and are dug under a fruit-tree or a rose bush. By
using the brought from the church candle, the domestic icon-lamp is ignited with a
“new” fire and is placed in the icon-stand. There the new Christmas bundles are put.
The Jordan’s Eve is the third (and the last) Incensed night. It must be lenten. A ritual
of washing and sprinkling everyone, celebrating a name day with water despite the
season, derives from Epiphany.

Kukeri
Kukeri is a Bulgarian national tradition. It is designed predominantly for men, disguised as
beasts
or
typical
traditional
images
(grandmother, grandfather, king, tax-collector).
There are always masks on their heads, usually
accompanied with large bells, hanging from their
belts and they wear coats, with their fur inside
out. This ancient custom is conducted in the period between Mesni and Sirni Zagovezni (or a
Sirnitza) in Eastern Bulgaria and between the
Christmas Day and Epiphany. Kukeri dance on
the streets in order to drive away the evil forces
and to chase down cold weather, for fertility and
healthiness they perform customary (symbolic)
actions, such as ploughing, sowing and etc.

Chiprovtzi carpets
The Chiprovtzi carpet is a type of manually
manufactured carpet, with two counterpart
sides. It is a part of the Bulgarian national heritage, traditions and crafts. Its name comes
from the town of Chiprovtzi, where it had been
woven for the first time in XVII century. This
unique of its nature and typically Bulgarian
handicraft flourishes in the time of the National
Revival period. Its basic colors are yellow,
brown, red, blue and green. The first ever
made carpets had been manufactured in two
colors– red and black. These carpets are made
out of natural materials– cotton and wool. The
geometric figures pattern on both sides. The
carpets are between 3 to 5 mm thick.
Madara horseman
Dating back to VII century the Madara
horseman is the oldest rock-carved relief in Europe. It is a medieval relief, hewn on a sheer
cliff in the vicinity of the today’s village of
Madara in Northeastern Bulgaria, declared by
UNESCO for a World’s Cultural Heritage monument.
Rila monastery
Rila monastery is located in Southwestern Bulgaria, Kyustendil region, Rila municipality.
Founded in X century by Ivan of Rila on the upper reaches of Rila river. The Rila monastery is
one of the most significant cultural landmarks
in Bulgaria, enlisted in the UNESCO list.

The oldest processed gold in the world
In the Necropolis near Varna were discovered golden objects, dated back to 6000 years and
recognized by the history science to be the oldest processed gold in the world. In Varna
the world’s oldest gold finding has been preserved. It is attributed to the so-called Varna
culture (4400—4100 B.C).

Bulgarian national cuisine
Yogurt
Probably the most prominent invention of the Bulgarians is the yogurt. The inventor of the
lactic acid, conferring the specific taste of our yogurt, is doctor Stamen Grigorov.
Shopska salad
The Shopska salad is a Bulgarian traditional dish. It is made of sliced tomatoes, cucumbers,
raw or preferably fresh roasted peppers, onion, fresh parsley and grinded or crumbled
cheese. It is dressed with a vegetable fat (oil or olive oil) and eventually - with vinegar or
apple cider.
Tarator (chilled soup)
A crisp combination of yogurt, mixed with water, cucumbers, walnuts and seasoning.
Pastry
Puffy and smelly, our pastry van be either sweet, salty, juicy, rounded, layered or shabby
made. It has been on the Bulgarians’ menu for centuries.
Seasoned bread
According to an old Bulgarian custom, every valuable and long expected guest at the host’s
home must be waited with freshly baked and seasoned round bread.

Mineral water
In Bulgaria all kinds of spring waters are encountered.
The healing qualities of the Bulgarian mineral springs
are well known since ancient times. Many of the balneological centers were established near the mineral
springs: Hisar—ancient August, Kyustendil– Pautalia,
Burgas mineral baths– Aqua kalite, Sapareva banya–
Germanea, Sliven baths– Tanzos and Sofia– Ulpia Serdica. Over 600 of the hydro-mineral sources in Bulgaria
have a debit of 270 million liters per day. Most of
them are warm or even hot, issuing from the deepest,
which guarantees their purity and heeling qualities.

Bulgarian achievements and curious facts
Bulgarian achievements in the Space
Bulgaria is the third country to
have sent food supplies in the
Universe, following the USA
and the Soviet Union and is
ranked first in building Space
conservatories.
The Bulgarian Space food is
a product of the scientific
team of the Institute of cryobiology and lyophilization who
have developed modern biotechnologies for cold conservation and exsiccation of biologic materials in vacuum.
вакуум.
The first two cosmonauts in Bulgaria were Georgi Ivanov and Alexandar Alexandrov.
The proto-Bulgarian calendar
Several millennia B.C. the proto-Bulgarians created one of the most accurate
systems for measuring the longevity of the Earth’s year. The proto-Bulgarian calendar is approved by UNESCO as the most precise in the world.
“Pulsar” - The first electronic watch
In 1971 the Bulgarian inventor Peter Petrov introduced his prototype of the first
electronic watch, bearing the name ―Pulsar”.
„The century’s phenomena“ -XX century
Known as ―the century’s phenomena”, the sixth heart tone is discovered in 1955
by dr. Ivan Mitev.
The first Bulgarian airplane
Assen Jordanoff constructed the first Bulgarian airplane in 1915. He incorporated
the third wing in the field of the aircraft engineering and is one of the crеators of
the airbag.

Bulgarian folk song in the Space
The Bulgarian folk song “Izlel e Delyo Haydutin” (Delyo the hajduk has gone outside),
performed by Valya Balkanska was selected as a musical message from the Earth to the
Universe. Since 1977, it is traveling across on the board of Voyager I spaceship.
The automatic gear- box
In 1976 Rumen Antonov received a private patent for the manufacturing of the Internal
combustion engine. His first breakthrough was achieved with a project for an automatic
gear-box. He succeeded to get a patent and then sold it to leading companies like Honda, Suzuki, Renault, Peugeot, Rover. He invented a new small type of sports car, called 4
Stroke. The car was customized entirely on an inventor’s old idea from 1977.
The Enlightenment theory
Since the beginning of XV century Konstantin Kostenechki in his “Saga of the letters” laid
the foundation of an enlightenment approach, Four centuries later, it was determined by
European scientists as a leap forward and influenced the Enlightenment theory till the
present days.
The creation of the photocopy technique
The setting-up of the photocopy technique became possible thanks to the discovery of
the photoelectric condition of substances, made in 1937 by acad. Georgi Nadzhakov.
Nowadays, it is impossible for us to imagine the civilized world without the photocopy
technique.

The Bulgarian sculpture in Rome
The statue of Leonardo da Vinci, placed in front of the International airport
in Rome, is made by the sculptor Asen Peykov.
An interesting fact: Recently, during the restoration of the statue, a vent has
been discovered in which a document, written in Latin, had been preserved
in the last 40 years. The document has been placed in a zinc box. he document’s text referred to the ancient territories near the district of the airport
Leonardo da Vinci..
The first anti-war weapon in the world
The Bulgarian engineer Yuri Markov has invented an unique anti-war weapon. The device has the dimension of a pocket knife and is capable of finding
various types of explosives and fire guns from the distance of 10 m. even
through
concrete fences. The steel-made device weighs little more than
500 gr. Its trade-name is SNIFFEX. No need to be recharged 3 years, because it uses the Earth’s magnetism and the bipolarity of the human body
and a small amount of its own energy. It has no analogue in the world. Patented in the USA and Europe.
The first woman to have participated in a combat
flight
For the first time a woman participated in a combat flight during the Balkan
war– that’s Rayna Kasabova. In the course of the Balkan war (1912-1913)
the 15-year-old Kasabova was a volunteer in the field military hospital near
Odrin.

Greetings from Bulgaria!
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